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Vinyl Flooring – The Best Option for Any 
Home 

Today, vinyl is no more restricted just to your kitchen flooring, but with the wide variety of styles 

available, homeowners are quickly making it their number one choice for bathrooms, laundries and 

home entrance.  

There are a number of reasons why so many people today are contacting vinyl flooring companies to get 

their homes renovated and revamped with this great flooring option.  

A Huge Number of Designs to Choose From 
Vinyl flooring is available in a variety of colors and designs so you can mix and match it with you homes 

interior décor. These include designs that can creatively give your floor the look of natural stone, wood 

or tiles. This kind of flooring also comes in a number of textures as well. Whether you are looking for 

smooth vinyl flooring or an eye catching pebble texture, vinyl flooring is the way to go. 

Durable and Low-Maintenance 
If you have chosen the right Texas flooring company to get your vinyl flooring installed, it will last for 

several years and will require very little maintenance. It is stain resistant and does not wear out very 

easily. Its resilient nature makes it a more comfortable option than any other kind of flooring. Moreover, 

since it’s flexible and soft, as you walk over it, it won’t make the noise that other hard flooring does. 

Easy Cleaning 
Unlike other kinds of flooring that tend to create cracks or spores over them making them hard to clean, 

vinyl flooring is easy to keep clean and is a more hygienic option for kitchens and bathrooms, where 

maintaining hygiene is super important. Its water resistant nature makes it a very unfavorable surface 

for bacteria. One can use hard chemical and other disinfecting ingredients without having to worry 

about causing any damage to the surface. Hence you can maintain the beauty, newness and cleanliness 

of the surface for several years. 

Affordable  
The best thing about vinyl flooring is that all the above mentioned benefits come at a very economical 

price, making vinyl flooring a cheap investment that pays big in the long term. It is not just economical in 

terms its price per square meter but since it’s easy to install its installation price is also less as compared 

to other kinds of floorings.  
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Factors to Consider when Buying Vinyl Flooring 
Before you buy vinyl flooring, you should know all types of brands, sizes, textures, and price ranges that 

are offered by different vinyl flooring companies. You should also consider the look you are trying to 

achieve, you homes interior décor, climatic conditions, the expected foot traffic and the type of subfloor 

on which you will get it installed. 

 

Call S&D Flooring today at 214-499-9556 to get an estimate on any of our services! 
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